
 

 

THE LONDON ELECTRIC TRAIN 

23 – THE END 

by Piers Connor 

 

REPLACEMENT 

As I recounted in last month’s article, despite the money spent on the rehabilitation of the Central Line’s 
Standard Stock fleet over the 1946-48 period, the stock never achieved the reliability expected of it and 
there were always problems getting enough cars into service for the peaks each day.  Things were 
better on the Piccadilly Line, where the stock was younger, most of it dating from 1928-1934, whereas 
the bulk of the Central Line fleet was made up of 1923-27 stock and much of it had been stored out of 
service during the war.  It was time to consider replacement strategies.  

Rolling stock strategies should be founded on a balance of requirements and benefits and the price 
you have to pay for them.  Also, tied in with these is how you view life cycle costing.  We may think of 
life cycle analysis as a modern tool but it was more or less considered in most rolling stock strategies 
throughout the history of the railways – it’s just that today it tends to be more detailed and is usually 
incorporated into contracts with suppliers. 

 

Figure 1:  A good photo of the Northern City Line station and depot at Drayton Park in about 1960, with a variety 
of Standard Stock in the depot.  Even though it’s summertime, there are no signs of weeds in the Underground 
depot yard nor on the Eastern Region main line branch to Canonbury, seen on the left.  There are even flower 
beds between the running lines.  Modern railway infrastructure managers, please note.  The Northern City Line 
was the last line on the Underground to use Standard Stock in passenger service.  It was replaced by 1938 Tube 
stock in 1966.  Photo:  Alan A. Jackson. 

In our story, those looking at the strategy had several issues to consider.  To begin with, the poor 
reliability of the older Standard Stock was driving up maintenance costs, despite efforts to get 
maintenance under control with such procedures as programme lifting.  Then there was the train 
design.  The large motors and their big contactors required a switch compartment on each motor car 
that couldn’t be used for passengers.  The passenger door arrangement was also restricted on many 
of the older cars.  The newer 1938 Tube Stock provided better door access and all the traction 
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equipment was under the floor.  It was a tight fit but it worked and it gave the stock a 15% improvement 
in passenger carrying capacity for a 7-car train.  

Improvements in technology and the introduction of newer stock had also reduced maintenance 
periods.  Before the 1939-45 war, maintenance periods were based on a 3-daily examination, 3-weekly 
inspection and 3-yearly overhaul.  For the 1938 Stock these periods were extended, first to 5 days and 
then 7 days, 4 weeks and then 6 weeks with a 5-yearly overhaul.  The 1938 Stock had almost doubled 
the maintenance intervals and there was an impetus to push these out further.  In the years after the 
war, experiments were conducted with rubber suspension units in place of steel parts and more reliable 
compressors.  Also, auxiliary supplies with fluorescent lighting had been introduced on the new District 
Line R Stock built in 1947-49, giving what we would call today a passenger experience improvement.  
Another new idea tried on the District was the aluminium car body and experiments with unpainted 
body exteriors proved that an unpainted aluminium body was a viable solution. 

The rolling stock renewal strategy had to consider the age of the stock.  The normal book life for a train 
(in accounting terms) was originally based on a 36-year life.  In 1950, the oldest of the LER stock was 
not yet 30 years old but the cost of keeping it going and the poor performance in service when put up 
against the benefits from reductions in maintenance costs and the improvements to the passenger 
service, led to a push for early replacement.  In May 1950, a new tube car design was put forward, 
based on the 1938 Stock but with an unpainted aluminium body, fluorescent lighting and rubber 
suspension.  A mock-up was constructed in Acton Works and was described at the time as 1952 Tube 
Stock.  The trouble was, there was no money to pay for it.  It took another four years before it eventually 
appeared in the form of three 7-car prototype trains of 1956 Tube Stock. 

 

REDIRECTION 

Although the initial design strategy for the Standard Stock replacement was directed at the Central 
Line, by the time the prototype 1956 Stock arrived, the strategy had shifted so that the replacement 
trains were targeted at the Piccadilly Line.  The first of the prototype trains entered service on the 
Piccadilly Line on 9 September 1957 and the production trains, the 1959 Tube Stock, began to go into 
service from 14 December 1959.  Quite why this change was introduced isn’t clear to me but, in parallel 
with what had become the Piccadilly Line stock replacement project, a new proposal for the Central 
Line appeared in the form of the 1960 Tube Stock. 

 
Figure 2:  A 1960 Tube Stock prototype train as it appeared in the mid-1970s.  Nearest the camera is the trailing 
end of a 1960 motor car with an upgraded 1931 trailer car next to it.  The trailer car has been painted in a silver 
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colour to try to match the new motor cars.  It has a door fault indicator light added to the lower roof (seen at the 
nearest end) and the interior has been redecorated and fitted with fluorescent lighting.  A total of six 4-car units 
were produced but the idea was not carried forward into full production and the units ended up working the 
Hainault-Woodford and Epping-Ongar shuttle services or as test trains.  Photo:  Brian Hardy. 

 
Figure 3:  A westbound (despite the Cockfosters destination plate) Standard Stock train arrives at Hounslow 
Central station at the same time as an eastbound 1959 Stock train, probably in the summer of 1960.  The 1959 
Stock started arriving on the Piccadilly Line in December 1959 and a total of 19 x 7-car trains had been delivered 
when it was decided to send the rest of the delivery to the Central Line.  Photo:  John Gillham. 

The new proposal consisted of a 4-car unit comprising two motor cars and two trailers.  The motor cars 
were new, built by Cravens of Sheffield, but the trailers were to be reconditioned Standard Stock.  The 
trains were to be formed into 4-car or 8-car trains, to allow uncoupling if required.  Six 4-car units were 
formed. 

The conversion work on the trailers included the fitting of fluorescent lighting, the provision of door 
indicator lights on the outside of the cars and the finishing the car body with silver paint in an attempt 
to match the unpainted aluminium exterior of the motor cars.  A number of trailer car configurations 
were included as part of the prototyping.  Four of the trailers converted were from the 1927 order and 
had the usual two sets of double doors. As part of the conversion, two of them had additional single 
doors fitted at each end.  This had already been experimentally tried in 1957/58 on two of the ’58 
Trailers’ converted for use with the 1938 Tube Stock but, for reasons not now clear, it was decided to 
do it on two more cars for the 1960 Stock trials.  The other eight trailers were built in 1931 – these 
already had the single end doors as built.  

 

PANIC 

The arrival of the 1956 and 1959 Stocks on the Piccadilly Line allowed the release of that line’s newer 
Standard Stock onto the Central Line to try to overcome the continuing poor reliability the incumbent 
fleet.  Starting in January 1960, regular transfers of cars from the Piccadilly Line took place at roughly 
weekly intervals as each new train entered service.  The motor cars were all from the 1931-34 batch 
while the trailers and control trailers were mostly 1927-29 cars.  The four experimental UCC 1930 Stock 
trailer cars were also sent over, which included the two cars with end doors.  These were the only cars 
with end doors to work on the Central Line apart from the two converted 1927 trailers that ran in the 
1960 Stock trains.   

During the spring of 1960, a sense of panic began to set in.  The forthcoming electrification of the BR 
Eastern Region Lea Valley routes into Liverpool Street set alarm bells ringing about the ability of the 
Central Line to cope with the increased traffic west of Liverpool Street and the 1960 prototypes were 
far from ready.  Cravens had recently won the order to build the Metropolitan Line’s replacement fleet 
(the A60 Stock) and were, I suspect, rather neglecting their small tube stock order.  The work on the 
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trailer cars was also taking longer than expected and was proving very expensive.  On top of all this, 
Central Line reliability was continuing to decline, despite the injection of younger cars from the 
Piccadilly Line.  Eventually, it was decided that enough was enough and that the Central Line should 
get new trains as soon as possible.  Since the 1959 Stock trains were being delivered to Ruislip Depot 
for fitting out and pre-service inspection, it was a simple solution to stop their delivery to the Piccadilly 
Line and let the Central Line have them.  The programme was altered so that after 19 x 7-car trains 
had been delivered to the Piccadilly Line, the remainder of the 76-train order would go to the Central. 

 
Figure 4:  West Ruislip station in 1961 with an 8-car Standard Stock train stabled on 23 road and a 1959 Stock 
train in service at Platform 2.  The leading car of the Standard stock train has recently been overhauled at Acton 
Works.  1959 Stock started to appear on the Central Line in July 1960 in response to the desperate condition of 
the Standard Stock.  I find it surprising that they were still overhauling Standard Stock for the Central Line while 
it was being replaced with new stock.  The Standard Stock train is in a new 8-car M-T+M-T-T-M+T-M formation 
introduced in March 1961 to remove the long doorless space where the two motor cars met in the middle of a 4-
car + 4-car formation (which had hitherto been necessary for uncoupling).  Photo:  Collection B.R. Hardy. 

As the Piccadilly trains were in a 7-car formation and the Central Line wanted 8-car trains, the order 
was rearranged to get 57 extra 1959 cars inserted into the production line.  Two 7-car 1959 Stock trains 
were allocated to the Central Line for training in April 1960 and the first 8-car train entered service on 
25 July 1960 with the total of 57 8-car trains being completed in February 1962.  

When the first 1959 Stock entered service on the Central Line in July 1960, there was still no evidence 
of the first 1960 Stock appearing anytime soon, so the sensible step was taken to carry on buying trains 
of the 1959 design and an order for another batch for the Central Line was agreed in the autumn of 
1960.  This was to be known as the 1962 Tube Stock.  The plan was that these trains would go on the 
Central Line until the Standard Stock was replaced and then displace 1959 Stock which could go to its 
intended home on the Piccadilly Line and replace the Standard Stock there.  The 1962 order also 
allowed for an additional 3-car unit for the Piccadilly Line’s Aldwych shuttle service and three trains 
extra to cover for the 1960 Stock, which was to be used on the Central Line Woodford-Hainault and 
Epping-Ongar shuttles.  The order was 57 cars short because of the cars added into the 7-car 1959 
Stock trains on the Central.  As each train went to the Piccadilly Line, it left its additional car behind for 
fitting into a new 1962 Stock train.  

The first of the prototype 1960 Stock trains eventually appeared on the Central Line in November 1960.  
The stock ran in main line service from time to time until 1963, when it took up regular duties on the 
shuttles. 
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ACCIDENTS AND FIRES 

The post-war years of the Standard Stock on the Central Line were marked by a number of serious 
incidents at Stratford (1946 and 1953), Holland Park (1958) and Redbridge (1960).  Both the Stratford 
accidents occurred on the section of the eastbound line between Stratford and Leyton and both 
involved rear end collisions after the drivers had carried out the ‘stop and proceed’ rule in response to 
a failed signal.  The first incident, on 5 December 1946, resulted in the death of a signal engineer riding 
with the driver to investigate the signal fault.  The second, on 8 April 1953, resulted in the death of 12 
passengers.  Trailer car No.7250 was scrapped as a result. 

 

Figure 5:  A Ballast motor car converted from a withdrawn 1923 Stock MCCW-built motor car in October 1954.  
Note how the electro-pneumatic brake jumper socket has been removed because it is not required on engineers’ 
trains.  The brake is Westinghouse only, even though the e.p. brake controllers were often left in place.  A driver, 
your author included, had to be careful not to forget that the e.p. was isolated.  Driving one of these, with the air 
compressor chugging away behind you, the noisy clack-clack of the contactors as you wound up and the 
Westinghouse only braking was good, old-fashioned LER style train driving and I consider myself fortunate to 
have been able to experience it on several occasions doing empty stock moves.  This is in Northumberland Park 
Depot on the Victoria Line whilst on rail grinding duties in the mid-1970s.  Note the ‘white box’ to the top left of 
the communicating door, which was a flashing headlamp, trialled on battery locos and ballast motor cars from 
June 1964.  Photo: B.R. Hardy.   

The incident at Holland Park on 28 July 1958 involved an electrical fire on an eastbound train between 
Shepherd’s Bush and Holland Park.  A 630V jumper socket at the rear of the leading motor car started 
arcing and caught fire.  The train had to be evacuated into the tunnel at both ends and, unfortunately, 
one passenger died later from smoke inhalation.  

630V jumper sockets were provided at each end of motor cars to allow power to be supplied by 
overhead leads to the cars whilst they were inside a maintenance shed.  Overhead leads are hung 
from trolleys running on electrified rails provided inside shed roofs and are used to supply power to 
trains for testing and to move trains out of the shed.  To get a train out, the rear motor car will have a 
lead inserted.  The train can be driven from the front cab, using the traction power available at the rear, 
to push the train out until the leading car is “on juice” outside the shed, i.e. with its shoes on the current 
rails.  This operation is called “railing” the train.  The normal practice was to leave the lead inserted in 
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the rear car until pre-service preparation is finished.  The lead was then removed by the crew (usually 
the guard) and the train driven out of the shed and into service.  

These “shed receptacles”, as the jumper sockets were called, were mounted under the headstock and 
they were vulnerable to damage from the constant plugging and unplugging and from the weather.  The 
ones at the front got the worst of it but the trailing end sockets were often rather neglected and it was 
one of these that caught fire at Holland Park. 
There was a second, similar incident on the eastbound line just east of Redbridge on 11 August 1960.  
The receptacle box at the front end of the leading car caught fire and again required the evacuation of 
the train into the tunnel.  Although the Standard Stock was being replaced by this time, a campaign of 
modifications to Standard Stock receptacle boxes was conducted across the system.  Trains were 
formed so that middle motor cars became fixed in the middle of trains and had their receptacle boxes 
removed.  These cars had the letter M added over the car number.  This was done in a two-week period 
immediately after the incident in August 1960.  In another modification, the front end receptacle boxes 
on end motor cars were split and the positive pin was removed and fitted to the positive shoe beam in 
order to remove the possibility of arcing between the two pins.  Overhead leads had to be modified to 
match the new arrangements1. 

 

WITHDRAWAL 

The delivery of the 1959 Stock started a cascade of stock transfers between lines that aimed to get rid 
of any cars that needed maintenance or were non-standard.  This began in February 1960 and 
continued through to June 1964 when the last of the Standard Stock was withdrawn from the Piccadilly 
Line.  By October 1962, there were only 12 trains of Standard Stock left in service on the Central Line 
and the last ran in passenger service on the main line on 20 December 1962 and on the shuttle services 
soon after.  The last on the Piccadilly Line ran on 20 June 1964 (July 1964 on the Aldwych branch).  

There was also a programme of replacing older cars on the Northern City Line that took place in 1962 
and another one in 1964.  The programme seems to have been centred on withdrawing older cars due 
for overhaul or needing heavy maintenance and replacing them with cars in better condition.  The 1964 
programme involved replacing all the existing cars with 1931-34 Stock.  Even these only lasted until 3 
November 1966 when the fleet was replaced with 1938 Tube Stock. 

 

ISLE OF WIGHT 

In October 1961, British Railways had noticed that the Underground was replacing large numbers of 
tube cars and they thought that these cars might be suitable for use on the Isle of Wight, where they 
were looking for a replacement for the existing ancient steam hauled fleet.  The structure gauge was 
too small for most main line rolling stock and rather than building new vehicles for a service that was 
already heavily subsidised, they approached London Underground with a suggestion that they could 
use some of the withdrawn Standard Stock to keep some of the train services operating on the island.  

There were various proposals for the Isle of Wight, including using only tube stock trailer cars with 
some sort of push-pull power cars but proposals soon became stalled with the threat of closure for 
most of the routes on the island.  Eventually it was decided to keep one line open between Ryde and 
Shanklin and to electrify the route on the Southern Railway 3rd rail system.  

The story of the stock on the Isle of Wight has already been told in detail in publications by our editor 
Brian Hardy (“Tube Trains on the Isle of Wight”, Capital Transport Publishing, 2003) and ‘Underground’ 
No.11, so it does not need me to repeat it here.  It is a complex story involving the selection and re-
selection of different batches of cars according to the constantly changing service aspirations and 
engineering options proposed between 1961 and March 1967 when Standard Stock finally began 

                                                           
1  The official accident reports on all the Central Line incidents are available on line at  railwaysarchive.co.uk  They make 

fascinating reading and give a good description of the operating practices of the day.  For me, reading them was a 
poignant reminder of various people I knew in my time on the Underground who were called to give evidence to the 
inquiries. 
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running on the line.  It was to last until 1938 Stock began to arrive in July 1989 to replace it.  The last 
Standard Stock ran on the Isle of Wight on 12 January 1991.   

 

THE LEGACY OF THE LER 

If we were looking for a permanent legacy from the history of the rolling stock of the London Electric 
Railway, initially we would see that, as for many railways, the design of its stock developed with each 
new delivery, that it was based on a combination of ideas taken from other railways, with a mix of 
operational experience, technological development and changing fashions thrown in and that, overall, 
it was invariably constrained by politics and money.  Looking in more detail, we can see that, for the 
LER, the big push was for better capacity and improved reliability.  Almost all the improvements seen 
between the opening of the original Bakerloo Line in 1906 and the end of the Standard Tube Stock in 
passenger service on the London Underground in 1966, were directed to getting better performance 
out of the train, shorter dwell times at stations and longer periods between maintenance intervention.  

Finally, there is one visible legacy from the LER that remains to this day – the 4-doorway tube car – as 
illustrated in the photo below in its original 1930 form.  No-one has yet come up with anything better. 

 
Figure 6:  The first 4-doorway tube car at Lillie Bridge in 1930.  The car was built by the UCC as part of the 
experimental train prepared as a prototype for the Piccadilly Line extension stock.  Photo: LT Museum 

Concluded.   


